SERENE EXTENSION ARM MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

Installing the Serene extension arm is a simple procedure. Follow these few steps and you will be done in a couple of minutes!
Be sure to keep the orange pulley, washers and screws removed in step 1 and 2. Those are excellent spare parts if ever needed.

1

Remove the M5 and M3 allen screw in the front.

!

Always relese the tension of the spring before doing any
modification to the Serene arm to prevent any damages!

2

Remove the orange pulley, washers and the PEEK
protection roller, and store together with the M5 and M3
screw removed earlier.

156mm max extension
2xM5

3a

Use the two supplied M5 allen screws and slide in the Serene extension arm. If you camera setup never exceeds 15kg weight,
attaching the extension arm in the outermost position is possible. You can choose any other setting but the illustration shows the
outermost possible scenario. With the provided Serene heavy extension arm spring, 15kg is possible. If you can get away with
smaller springs (light or heavy), we do recommend those. Lighter springs always gives a slightly better performance (reduce springiness).
For instructions how to change the springs, please refer to the Serene arm documentation.

56mm min extension

3b

If you think the camera is too far away from your body, or if you camera setup is closer to 20kg, the innermost position is needed.
You can of course choose any of the positions between fig 3a or 3b. The innermost position together with the Serene heavy extension
spring gives a max weight of 19.5kg. Again using a smaller spring always gives a slight better performance, so when its possible downgrade
to a Serene heavy or Light spring.

If you find the Serene arm difficult to storage. Please remove one of the supplied M5 screws, so the arm can swivel around the second
one. Always release the tension of the spring before this is being done however to avoid any damages!

